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Figure a) WHO, Mexican government, and EPA pollution levels
Source: Own formulation

 Figure a) Natutred-based solutions infographic 
Source: German Environment Agency, 2022.

Figure b) NBS  researched as a part of the introduction
Source: Own formulation

Figure c) Toolkit community  participation in pocket parks
Source: American Planning Association, n.d. 

Figure d) Daily average of criteria pollutant in  Mexico city
Source: Own formulation

Figure  e) Radial diagram
 Source: Martinez, 2020.
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NBS is a benefic tool for capturing atmospheric pollutants in urban

areas.

Pocket parks work as the best NBS option for capturing atmospheric

pollutants

To propose an NBS to capture atmospheric pollutants in urban areas.

To evaluate the functionality of the NBS selected.



Introduction

Fig f). Classification of air pollutants according to some physical properties
Source:  Sompornrattanaphan, et al., 2020.

Figure a) WHO, Mexican government and EPA pollution levels
Source: Own formulation based on EPA, WHO and Mexican normativity



Theorical Framework

Figure  1g and 2g ) Emulating water capture by cactus
Source: Felix, 2011. Baciry, 2009.

Figure h)  Captured CO2 by bioutilization with algae cultivation
Source: Wagner J, 2020 

Figure i) Ecosystem- based adaptation into
operation

Source: IUCN, 2017

Biomimicry was researched  to find

how  to emulate the cactus

development  and the way it

capture pollutant and decrease the

temperature inside

Bioutilization was researched as

a way to capture carbon through

algae cultivation, obtaining

biofuels.

Ecosystem-based adaptation  

was selected as a way to

capture pollutants in cities,

implementing pocket parks

as a small urban ecosystems 

Biomimecry Bioutilization
Ecosystem- based adaptation
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 Pocket parks as an NBS strategy with social benefits a

To implement In a consciously way more PP in the biggest cities 



Study area

Figure k) Mexican Pocket Park “La michoacana”

Figure j) Mexican Pocket Park “Barrio Jagüey”

Figure l) Mexican Pocket Park “Tezozómoc”

Figure m) Pocket Park in City of calgary “silverspring 71 avenue
park”

Figure n) Pocket Park in City of Calgary “Tuscany Park”

Figure o) Pocket Park in City of Calgary “Citadel close park”



Figure p) Measure of pollutant levels in Mexico City. 
 Source: Own formulation based on Mexican atmospheric criteria Pollutants databased.

Methodology and results 

Figure q) Measure of pollutant levels in the City of Calgary. 
 Source: Own formulation based on Mexican atmospheric criteria Pollutants database.



Figure  e) Radial diagram
 Source: Martinez, 2020.

Figure r) Pocket Parks database
Source: Own formulation

Methodology and results 



DiscusSion
Pocket parks have a low impact as a way to capture pollutants, this can change with deeper

research about the main tree species used in the creation of each park.
Pocket parks as a Nature-Based solution, have important contributions to social adaptation

and decreasing micro-environmental temperatures inside these spaces.
Pocket parks in Mexico and Calgary have as many negative as positive differences so they

could benefit in certain ways in each city.
Nature-based solutions could work to be implemented in Urban ecosystems.

It's remarkable the differences between EPA, Who, and Mexican Normativity standards.
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